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SIGNATURE SOUTH LODGE CARE HOME

unparalleled beauty

PROJECT

Signature South Lodge Care Home
High quality accommodation for the elderly
LOCATION

London Road, Leicester
DESCRIPTION

Avonite solid surface was supplied for use in the care home's en suite bathrooms. Sky Glass from the Avonite
Studio Collection was used in dementia suite units, while Newcastle grey acrylic from Avonite's Foundations
range was chosen for all other en suites. The project called for Avonite product in varying sizes and a mixture
of left and right hand options. Delivered product was cut to size and had a satin finish, ready for installation.
Sink cut outs were pre-prepared before delivery from drawings and measurements supplied.
DETAILS

The site was visited to discuss requirements before and during the job. Adapting quickly to changes
throughout the project, Sylmar worked efficiently, often delivering items on short lead times and supplying
replacement product within 24 hours when required. A design change was necessary where some pipework
was boxed in - Sylmar measured, quoted and delivered additional Avonite material quickly and proficiently,
ensuring the completion date was unaffected.
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A. Avonite Newcastle from the Foundations Range
B. Avonite Sky Glass from the Studio Collection
C. Sky Glass complements floor and wall tiles
D. Newcastle grey & Sky Glass décors

I find Avonite to be a very good, durable product and would have no hesitation in using it on future projects. Sylmar
were very obliging and helpful - they would arrange for our call off to be processed in a matter of days and even
deliver by car if we were desperate and that happened on several occasions. Altogether a very good and efficient
company and superb product.
Ian Exton, Senior Site Manager Mansell Construction Services Ltd

We are very pleased with the aesthetic of the products used - Avonite always looks great. For the dementia suite in
particular, it was important to find the right tone, so we were able to put a few different options from the Avonite
range to the client. We’re very happy with the end result.
Claire Jones, Interior Designer Leisure Concepts Interior Design
Specified the Avonite product for the South Lodge project
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It's crucial to create a calming atmosphere for people with dementia, so we had specific requirements for the colour
scheme in the en suite. Avonite Sky Glass is ideal. Feedback from residents and their families is extremely positive –
they find the bathrooms are not only fit for purpose, but modern and stylish too.
Kim Britton, Wellbeing Manager Signature South Lodge Care Home
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